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vacation by the railway administration in which he was
employed. The Belgrade prefect of police declared that he
did not know anyone of the name of Milan Ciganovitch,
but it soon appeared that it was the prefect of police him-
self who had brought about Ciganovitch's disappearance
from Belgrade.55 It later appeared also that his name was
erased from the railway books and was reentered under the
name of Milan Danilov, and as such he continued to draw
pay. When Serbian mobilization took place he quickly
joined Tankositch's band. Dr. Bogitchevitch says that on
August 3 or 4, 1914, he was told by Commandant Srb, who
was in charge of an important Serbian railway station, that
he had just assisted Ciganovitch to escape to the south.56
The Austrian authorities, having learned from the con-
fessions of the assassins some of the facts about the Bel-
grade accomplices, demanded in the ultimatum of July 23
(Point 7) that Serbia "proceed without delay to the arrest
of Major Voja Tankositch and of the individual named
Milan Ciganovitch, a Serbian State employee." The Serbian
Government replied a couple of days later that it had
arrested Tankositch as requested, but "as regards Milan
Ciganovitch, who is a subject of the Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy and who up to June 15 [N. S. 28, that is, the
day of the assassination] was employed (on probation) by
the railway administration, he has not yet been able to be
found (and therefore a writ of arrest has been issued against
him)."57 It is certainly a curious fact that the Serbian
Government pretended to cease to have any knowledge of
BSWiesner, in KSF, V, 1046, Nov. 1927; and Austrian comment on
Serbian reply to the ultimatum, Point 7; A.R.B., II, 96.
56 Bogitchevitch, Le Proces de Salonique, p. 143.
5 7 In its embarrassment to explain why Ciganovitch had not been
arrested, the Serbian Government appears to have given its reply in
various forms: as given in A.R.B., II, 47, the last clause reads: "il n'a pu
encore etre dScouvert et un mandat d'amener a ete lance contre lui;" but
in SJB.B., 39, and F.YJ3., 49, "joint"—and in BB.B., 39, "arrete"—is sub-
stituted for "decouvert," and no mention is made of "un mandat d'amener."

